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Typeface URW ERBAR PRO
            

DesiGneR / DaTe Jakob Erbar, 1927 
 URW++ extension OpenType Pro, 2009

            

aBOUT Erbar or Erbar Grotesk, designed by Jakob Erbar for Ludwig & Mayer in  
 the early 1920s, was one of the first and most popular of the new geometric 
 sans serifs of this time. It is truly a key design from a historical viewpoint: None  
 other than Paul Renner studied Erbar and used this knowledge for designing 
  of his famous Futura. Erbar is a beautiful constructed sans serif, perfectly mir- 
 roring the zeitgeist of the 1920s. This expanded Erbar Pro family of URW++  
 comes in seven styles, which have been digitally remastered in URW++’s de- 
 sign studio.

            
 
sTyles Light 
 Book   
 Regular Italic
 Medium 
 DemiBold
 Bold   
 Bold Italic

            
 
cHaRacTeRs   416 per Style

              

fORmaT OpenType Pro
            

    
lanGUaGe sUppORT West, East, Turkish, Baltic, Romanian
 
inclUDes laTin Afar, Afrikaans, Albanian, Azerbaijani, Basque, Belarusian, Bislama, Bosnian,  
 Breton, Catalan, Chamorro, Chichewa, Comorian, Czech, Danish, Dutch,  
 English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Fijian, Filipino/Tagalog, Finnish, Flemish,  
 French, Gaelic (Irish), Gaelic (Manx), Gaelic (Scottish), Gagauz, German,  
 Gikuyu, Gilbertese/Kiribati, Greenlandic, Guarani, Haitian Creole, Hawaiian,  
 Hungarian, Icelandic, Igo/Igbo, Indonesian,Irish, Italian, Javanese, Kashubian,  
 Kinyarwanda, Kirundi, Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Luba/Ciluba/Kasai, Luxem- 
 bourgish, Malagasy, Malay, Maltese, Maori, Marquesan, Marshallese, Mol-
 dovan/Moldovian/Romanian, Montenegrin, Nauruan, Ndebele, Norwegian,  

1.1 URW eRbAR PRO GENERAL INFORMATION
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 Oromo, Palauan/Belauan, Polish, Portuguese, Quechua, Romanian, Romansh,  
 Sami, Samoan, Sango, Serbian, Sesotho, Setswana/Sitswana/Tswana, Seychel- 
 lois Creole, SiSwati/Swati/Swazi, Silesian, Slovak, Slovenian, Somali, Sorbian,  
 Sotho, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tahitian, Tetum, Tok Pisin, Tongan, Tsonga,  
 Tswana, Turkish, Turkmen, Tuvaluan, Uzbek/Usbek, Wallisian, Walloon, Welsh,  
 Xhosa, Yoruba, Zulu

            

OT feaTURes Alternates, Discretionary Alternates, Ligatures, Ordinals, Tabular Lining Figures,  
 Proportional Lining Figures, Superscripts, Fractions 

1.2 URW eRbAR PRO GENERAL INFORMATION
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OPenTyPe FeATURe SUPPORT          

sTanDaRD liGaTURes sunflash ▸ sunflash

 fishing ▸ fishing  

         

alTeRnaTes SAMBA ▸ SAMBA

 Whatever ▸ Whatever 

 talunga ▸ talunga 

DiscReTiOnaRy alTeRnaTes backery ▸ backery

 fitchee ▸ fitchee

 Rastplatz ▸ Rastplatz

         

ORDinals 2a8o ▸ 2ª8º  

         

TaBUlaR lininG 123456789 ▸ 123456789

sUpeRscRipT 1234 ▸ H1234 

         

fRacTiOns 21/2 41/4 ▸ 2½ 4¼ 

2.1 URW eRbAR PRO OPENTYPE FEATURE SUPPORT
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URW eRbAR PRO FOnT STyleS          

eRBaR pRO liGHT Hamburgerfonts 1927-09
24pT Hamburgerfonts 1927-09
         

eRBaR pRO BOOk HAMBURGERFONTS 1927-09
24pT Hamburgerfonts 1927-09
         

eRBaR pRO meDiUm HaMburgerfonts 1927-09
24pT Hamburgerfonts 1927-09
         

eRBaR pRO DemiBOlD HAmBURgERfOnts1927-09
24pT Hamburgerfonts 1927-09
         

eRBaR pRO liGHT HAmBURgERfOnts 1927-09
24pT Hamburgerfonts 1927-09
         

eRBaR pRO ReGUlaR iTalic HambuRgeRfonts 1927-09
24pT Hamburgerfonts 1927-09
         

eRBaR pRO BOlD iTalic HamBurgerfonts 1927-09)
24pT Hamburgerfonts 1927-09

3.1 URW eRbAR PRO FONT STYLES
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UPPeRCASe CHARACTeRS           

laTin ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

 ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎ ÏÐÑÒÓÔÕÖØÙÚÛÜÝÞ 
 ĀĂĄĆĊČĎĐĒĖĘĚĞĠĢĦĪĮİĶĹĻĽŁŃŅŇŌŐŒŔŖŘ 
 ŚŞŠŢŤŪŮŰŲŸŹŻŽ  ǓȘȚ

lOWeRCASe CHARACTeRS           

laTin abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

 àáâãäåæçèéêëìí î ïðñòóôõöøùúûüýþÿ 
 āăąćċčďđēėęěğġģħīįıķĺļľłńņňōőœŕŗřśşš 
 ţťūůűųźżž ǎșț ß 

AlTeRnATeS           

UppeRcase AMNVW  ������������� ����

lOWeRcase au  ��������������� ���
          

DiscReTiOnaRy alTeRnaTes ch ck tz

ligATUReS   OpenType feaTURe        

sTanDaRD liGaTURes fi fl

nUmbeR SeTS OpenType feaTURe        

TaBUlaR lininG 0123456789

pROpORTiOnal lininG 0123456789 

sUpeRscRipT 1234  
 

4.1 URW eRbAR PRO CHARACTER SET
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FRACTiOnS OpenType feaTURe      

slasHeD fRacTiOns ¼ ½ ¾

CURRenCy SymbOlS           

 €$ ¥ ₣ £¢¤

PUnTUATiOn           

GeneRal pUncTUaTiOn !¡ ¿? . … : ; • ‘’‚ “”„ «»  "  ‹› ', . 

ACCenTS           

 `̀  ´́  ˆ̂  ˇ̌  ˘̆  ˜̃  ¯̄  ¨̈  ˝̋  ˙˙ ˚̊  ˛˛ ¸¸ ʼ    ··  

mATHemATiCAl SignS           

 × ÷ < = > + − ±  *  ° ~ ≈ ≠  ≤ ≥ %‰  #  

 √ ∞ ∂ ∫ ∏ ∑ ∆ Ω ◊ †‡ µ ¬ 
     

DASHeS/SlASHeS/bRACKeTS           

 _ - ‒ – — ― ‾ |¦ \ / ⁄   {} () [] 

miSCellAneOUS SignS           

 @ & § ¶
cOpyRiGHT siGns ™ © ®

ORDinals ªº

 

4.2 URW eRbAR PRO CHARACTER SET
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Ludwig & mayer was a german type foundry 
in frankfurt am main, germany. many important 
designers worked for the Ludwig and mayer 
type foundry, including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg 
Hoefer, Helmut matheis, and most notably Ja 

Ludwig & mayer

Ludwig & mayer was a german type foundry in frankfurt am main, ger-
many. many important designers worked for the Ludwig and mayer type 
foundry, including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut matheis, and 
most notably Jakob erbar, whose erbar book was one of the first geometric 
sans-serif typefaces, predating both Paul renner's futura and rudolf Koch's 
Kabel by some five years. starting in 1925, Ludwig & mayer types were 
distributed in the united states by Continental type founders association. 

Ludwig & mayer was a german type foundry in frankfurt 
am main, germany. many important designers worked for 
the Ludwig and mayer type foundry, including Heinrich Jost, 
Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut matheis, and most notably Jakob 
erbar, whose erbar book was one of the first geometric sans 

Ludwig & mayer was a german type foundry in 
frankfurt am main, germany. many important designers 
worked for the Ludwig and mayer type foundry, includ-
ing Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut matheis, 
and most notably Jakob erbar, whose erbar book was 
one of the first geometric sans-serif typefaces, predating 
both Paul renner's futura and rudolf Koch's Kabel by 

some five years. starting in 1925, Ludwig & mayer types 
were distributed in the united states by Continental type 
founders association. when the foundry ceased opera-
tions in 1984, rights to the typefaces was transmitted to 
the neufville foundry. erbar, designed by Jakob erbar for 
Ludwig & mayer in the early 1920s, is truly a key design 
from a historical viewpoint. none other than Paul renner 

Ludwig & mayer was a german type 
foundry in frankfurt am main, germany. many 
important designers worked for the Ludwig 
and mayer type foundry, including Heinrich 
Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut matheis, and 
most notably Jakob erbar, whose erbar book 
was one of the first geometric sans-serif type-

faces, predating both Paul renner's futura 
and rudolf Koch's Kabel by some five years. 
starting in 1925, Ludwig & mayer types were 
distributed in the united states by Continen-
tal type founders association. when the 
foundry ceased operations in 1984, rights to 
the typefaces was transmitted to the neufville 

5.1 URW eRbAR PRO LIGHT SAMPLE TEXT

47 pT

20/23 pT

16/19 pT

 

12/14.5 pT

10/12 pT

08/10 pT
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LUDWIG & MAYER was a German type foundry 
in Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Many important 
designers worked for the Ludwig and Mayer 
type foundry, including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg 
Hoefer, Helmut Matheis, and most notably Ja 

LUDWIG & MAYER

LUDWIG & MAYER was a German type foundry in Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany. Many important designers worked for the Ludwig and Mayer 
type foundry, including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut Matheis, 
and most notably Jakob Erbar, whose Erbar Book was one of the first geo-
metric sans-serif typefaces, predating both Paul Renner's Futura and Rudolf 
Koch's Kabel by some five years. Starting in 1925, Ludwig & Mayer types 
were distributed in the United States by Continental Type Founders Associ-

LUDWIG & MAYER was a German type foundry in Frank-
furt am Main, Germany. Many important designers worked 
for the Ludwig and Mayer type foundry, including Heinrich 
Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut Matheis, and most notably 
Jakob Erbar, whose Erbar Book was one of the first geomet 

LUDWIG & MAYER was a German type foundry in 
Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Many important designers 
worked for the Ludwig and Mayer type foundry, includ-
ing Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut Matheis, 
and most notably Jakob Erbar, whose Erbar Book was 
one of the first geometric sans-serif typefaces, predating 
both Paul Renner's Futura and Rudolf Koch's Kabel by 

some five years. Starting in 1925, Ludwig & Mayer types 
were distributed in the United States by Continental Type 
Founders Association. When the foundry ceased opera-
tions in 1984, rights to the typefaces was transmitted to 
the Neufville Foundry. Erbar, designed by Jakob Erbar for 
Ludwig & Mayer in the early 1920s, is truly a key design 
from a historical viewpoint. None other than Paul Renner 

LUDWIG & MAYER was a German type 
foundry in Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Many 
important designers worked for the Ludwig 
and Mayer type foundry, including Heinrich 
Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut Matheis, and 
most notably Jakob Erbar, whose Erbar Book 
was one of the first geometric sans-serif type-

faces, predating both Paul Renner's Futura 
and Rudolf Koch's Kabel by some five years. 
Starting in 1925, Ludwig & Mayer types were 
distributed in the United States by Continen-
tal Type Founders Association. When the 
foundry ceased operations in 1984, rights to 
the typefaces was transmitted to the Neufville 

5.2 URW eRbAR PRO BOOk SAMPLE TEXT
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Ludwig & Mayer was a german type foundry 
in frankfurt am Main, germany. Many important 
designers worked for the Ludwig and Mayer 
type foundry, including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg 
Hoefer, Helmut Matheis, and most notably Jakob 

Ludwig & Mayer

Ludwig & Mayer was a german type foundry in frankfurt am Main, 
germany. Many important designers worked for the Ludwig and Mayer 
type foundry, including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut Matheis, 
and most notably Jakob erbar, whose erbar book was one of the first 
geometric sans-serif typefaces, predating both Paul renner's futura and 
rudolf Koch's Kabel by some five years. starting in 1925, Ludwig & Mayer 
types were distributed in the united states by Continental type founders 

Ludwig & Mayer was a german type foundry in frank-
furt am Main, germany. Many important designers worked 
for the Ludwig and Mayer type foundry, including Heinrich 
Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut Matheis, and most notably 
Jakob erbar, whose erbar book was one of the first geomet 

Ludwig & Mayer was a german type foundry in 
frankfurt am Main, germany. Many important designers 
worked for the Ludwig and Mayer type foundry, includ-
ing Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut Matheis, 
and most notably Jakob erbar, whose erbar book was 
one of the first geometric sans-aserif typefaces, predat-
ing both Paul renner's futura and rudolf Koch's Kabel 

by some five years. starting in 1925, Ludwig & Mayer 
types were distributed in the united states by Continental 
type founders association. when the foundry ceased 
operations in 1984, rights to the typefaces was transmit-
ted to the neufville foundry. erbar, designed by Jakob 
erbar for Ludwig & Mayer in the early 1920s, is truly a 
key design from a historical viewpoint. none other than 

Ludwig & Mayer was a german type 
foundry in frankfurt am Main, germany. Many 
important designers worked for the Ludwig 
and Mayer type foundry, including Heinrich 
Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut Matheis, and 
most notably Jakob erbar, whose erbar book 
was one of the first geometric sans-serif type-

faces, predating both Paul renner's futura 
and rudolf Koch's Kabel by some five years. 
starting in 1925, Ludwig & Mayer types were 
distributed in the united states by Continen-
tal type founders association. when the 
foundry ceased operations in 1984, rights to 
the typefaces was transmitted to the neufville 

5.3 URW eRbAR PRO MEdIUM SAMPLE TEXT
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LUDWig & mAyER was a german type 
foundry in frankfurt am main, germany. many 
important designers worked for the Ludwig 
and mayer type foundry, including Heinrich 
Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut matheis, and 

LUDWig & mAyER

LUDWig & mAyER was a german type foundry in frankfurt am main, 
germany. many important designers worked for the Ludwig and mayer 
type foundry, including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut matheis, 
and most notably Jakob Erbar, whose Erbar Book was one of the first 
geometric sans-serif typefaces, predating both Paul Renner's futura 
and Rudolf Koch's Kabel by some five years. starting in 1925, Ludwig & 
mayer types were distributed in the United states by Continental type 

LUDWig & mAyER was a german type foundry in frank-
furt am main, germany. many important designers worked 
for the Ludwig and mayer type foundry, including Heinrich 
Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut matheis, and most notably 
Jakob Erbar, whose Erbar Book was one of the first geo-

LUDWig & mAyER was a german type foundry in 
frankfurt am main, germany. many important designers 
worked for the Ludwig and mayer type foundry, includ-
ing Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut matheis, 
and most notably Jakob Erbar, whose Erbar Book was 
one of the first geometric sans-aserif typefaces, predat-
ing both Paul Renner's futura and Rudolf Koch's Kabel 

by some five years. starting in 1925, Ludwig & mayer 
types were distributed in the United states by Conti-
nental type founders Association. When the foundry 
ceased operations in 1984, rights to the typefaces was 
transmitted to the neufville foundry. Erbar, designed 
by Jakob Erbar for Ludwig & mayer in the early 1920s, 
is truly a key design from a historical viewpoint. none 

LUDWig & mAyER was a german type 
foundry in frankfurt am main, germany. 
many important designers worked for the 
Ludwig and mayer type foundry, including 
Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut 
matheis, and most notably Jakob Erbar, 
whose Erbar Book was one of the first geo-

metric sans-serif typefaces, predating both 
Paul Renner's futura and Rudolf Koch's Ka-
bel by some five years. starting in 1925, Lud-
wig & mayer types were distributed in the 
United states by Continental type founders 
Association. When the foundry ceased op-
erations in 1984, rights to the typefaces was 

5.4 URW eRbAR PRO dEMIBOLd SAMPLE TEXT
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LUdWig & mAyER was a german type 
foundry in frankfurt am main, germany. 
many important designers worked for the 
Ludwig and mayer type foundry, including 
Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut 

LUdWig & mAyER

LUdWig & mAyER was a german type foundry in frankfurt am 
main, germany. many important designers worked for the Ludwig 
and mayer type foundry, including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoe-
fer, Helmut matheis, and most notably Jakob Erbar, whose Erbar 
Book was one of the first geometric sans-serif typefaces, predating 
both Paul Renner's futura and Rudolf Koch's Kabel by some five 
years. starting in 1925, Ludwig & mayer types were distributed in 

LUdWig & mAyER was a german type foundry in 
frankfurt am main, germany. many important design-
ers worked for the Ludwig and mayer type foundry, 
including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut 
matheis, and most notably Jakob Erbar, whose Er-

LUdWig & mAyER was a german type foundry 
in frankfurt am main, germany. many important 
designers worked for the Ludwig and mayer type 
foundry, including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoe-
fer, Helmut matheis, and most notably Jakob Erbar, 
whose Erbar Book was one of the first geometric 
sans-aserif typefaces, predating both Paul Renner's 

futura and Rudolf Koch's Kabel by some five years. 
starting in 1925, Ludwig & mayer types were dis-
tributed in the United states by Continental type 
founders Association. When the foundry ceased 
operations in 1984, rights to the typefaces was 
transmitted to the neufville foundry. Erbar, de-
signed by Jakob Erbar for Ludwig & mayer in the 

LUdWig & mAyER was a german type 
foundry in frankfurt am main, germany. 
many important designers worked for 
the Ludwig and mayer type foundry, in-
cluding Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, 
Helmut matheis, and most notably Jakob 
Erbar, whose Erbar Book was one of the 

first geometric sans-serif typefaces, pre-
dating both Paul Renner's futura and 
Rudolf Koch's Kabel by some five years. 
starting in 1925, Ludwig & mayer types 
were distributed in the United states by 
Continental type founders Association. 
When the foundry ceased operations in 

5.5 URW eRbAR PRO BOLd SAMPLE TEXT
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LudwIg & mayeR was a german type foundry 
in frankfurt am main, germany. many important 
designers worked for the Ludwig and mayer type 
foundry, including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, 
Helmut matheis, and most notably Jakob erbar

LudwIg & mayeR

LudwIg & mayeR was a german type foundry in frankfurt am main, germa-
ny. many important designers worked for the Ludwig and mayer type foundry, 
including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut matheis, and most notably 
Jakob erbar, whose erbar book was one of the first geometric sans-serif type-
faces, predating both Paul Renner's futura and Rudolf Koch's Kabel by some 
five years. starting in 1925, Ludwig & mayer types were distributed in the unit-
ed states by Continental type founders association. when the foundry ceased 

LudwIg & mayeR was a german type foundry in frankfurt 
am main, germany. many important designers worked for the 
Ludwig and mayer type foundry, including Heinrich Jost, Kar-
lgeorg Hoefer, Helmut matheis, and most notably Jakob erbar, 
whose erbar book was one of the first geometric sans-serif type 

LudwIg & mayeR was a german type foundry in frank-
furt am main, germany. many important designers worked 
for the Ludwig and mayer type foundry, including Heinrich 
Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut matheis, and most notably 
Jakob erbar, whose erbar book was one of the first geo-
metric sans-aserif typefaces, predating both Paul Renner's 
futura and Rudolf Koch's Kabel by some five years. starting in 

1925, Ludwig & mayer types were distributed in the united 
states by Continental type founders association. when the 
foundry ceased operations in 1984, rights to the typefaces 
was transmitted to the neufville foundry. erbar, designed by 
Jakob erbar for Ludwig & mayer in the early 1920s, is truly a 
key design from a historical viewpoint. none other than Paul 
Renner studied erbar and used this knowledge in the desing 

LudwIg & mayeR was a german type foundry 
in frankfurt am main, germany. many important 
designers worked for the Ludwig and mayer 
type foundry, including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg 
Hoefer, Helmut matheis, and most notably Jakob 
erbar, whose erbar book was one of the first 
geometric sans-serif typefaces, predating both 

Paul Renner's futura and Rudolf Koch's Kabel 
by some five years. starting in 1925, Ludwig & 
mayer types were distributed in the united states 
by Continental type founders association. when 
the foundry ceased operations in 1984, rights to 
the typefaces was transmitted to the neufville 
foundry. erbar, designed by Jakob erbar for 

5.6 URW eRbAR PRO REGULAR ITALIC SAMPLE TEXT
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LudwIg & mayer was a german type 
foundry in frankfurt am main, germany. 
many important designers worked for the 
Ludwig and mayer type foundry, includ-
ing Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut 

LudwIg & mayer

LudwIg & mayer was a german type foundry in frankfurt am 
main, germany. many important designers worked for the Ludwig 
and mayer type foundry, including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, 
Helmut matheis, and most notably Jakob erbar, whose erbar Book 
was one of the first geometric sans-serif typefaces, predating both 
Paul renner's futura and rudolf Koch's Kabel by some five years. 
starting in 1925, Ludwig & mayer types were distributed in the united 

LudwIg & mayer was a german type foundry in 
frankfurt am main, germany. many important design-
ers worked for the Ludwig and mayer type foundry, 
including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, Helmut 
matheis, and most notably Jakob erbar, whose erbar 

LudwIg & mayer was a german type foundry 
in frankfurt am main, germany. many important 
designers worked for the Ludwig and mayer type 
foundry, including Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoe-
fer, Helmut matheis, and most notably Jakob erbar, 
whose erbar Book was one of the first geometric 
sans-aserif typefaces, predating both Paul renner's 

futura and rudolf Koch's Kabel by some five years. 
starting in 1925, Ludwig & mayer types were dis-
tributed in the united states by Continental type 
founders association. when the foundry ceased op-
erations in 1984, rights to the typefaces was transmit-
ted to the neufville foundry. erbar, designed by Ja-
kob erbar for Ludwig & mayer in the early 1920s, is 

LudwIg & mayer was a german type 
foundry in frankfurt am main, germany. 
many important designers worked for 
the Ludwig and mayer type foundry, in-
cluding Heinrich Jost, Karlgeorg Hoefer, 
Helmut matheis, and most notably Jakob 
erbar, whose erbar Book was one of the 

first geometric sans-serif typefaces, pre-
dating both Paul renner's futura and 
rudolf Koch's Kabel by some five years. 
starting in 1925, Ludwig & mayer types 
were distributed in the united states by 
Continental type founders association. 
when the foundry ceased operations in 
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6.1 

Lavendel-wasser

Hamburg

schriftgießerei Ludwig & mayer frankfurt + main

norddeutscher Lloyd

HAnnOVER

WARUm diE sCHönE ERBAR gROtEsK?

starke betonung der oberlängen

oPernHaus

Linie und Raum grundform
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Corporate A Pro
Corporate S Pro
Corporate E Pro
ClarendoNeo Pro
Cutoff Pro
Futura Pro
Filo Pro
Justus Pro  
kolibri Pro
Lamont Pro
Prana Pro
Raldo RE Pro
URW Grotesk Pro

 

a further selection of URW++ OpenType Pro typefaces 


